The group requests that the term ‘Gender Neutral’ be replaced with ‘Gender Inclusive’. Individual restrooms should be titled as such. LGBTQA proposes that the multi-occupant men’s and women’s restrooms be changed to multi-stall gender inclusive restrooms. LGBTQA has produced a document explaining the concept. Universities in Vermont and Colorado have built examples. The UO project team will consider this request and SERA will look into code implications (the question is whether gender inclusive stalls count for code-required fixtures). If this concept is implemented, keep the single occupant restrooms.

LGBTQA requested that the very small conference room next to their space be removed, with the area given to their suite. This group is seeing increased numbers of participants, and meetings can have 100 – 150. Sometimes music is played loudly, which may be disruptive to meetings. This is a decision item for the UO project team. The group also discussed shifting the conference room to be longer east-west to allow more usable area at the LGBTQA entry.

The space is used for a variety of activities: meetings, movie nights, students using the lounge and computers (similar functions to the MCC). Other groups on campus use their space.

LGBTQA received grant money for computer stations. Computers are heavily used.

The group requests a private office that can be used for confidential conversations. These meetings are impromptu and would not be well-supported in a conference room.

Existing room is 432 SF. The new space is 579 SF.

Storage needs include office supplies, banners and paint. Some materials can go to SARC. Casework is preferred to an enclosed storage room.
More windows are requested.
Would like a tack panel in the entry area that can be seen from the door.
Have a microwave, printer and tv.

Wrap-Up / Next Steps
- SERA will provide a revised space layout based on the discussion items and submit back to LGBTQA via Martina for review and comment.

End Time: 11:30 am
Recorded by: Laura Grover
Date of Report: 10/14/2013